TEACHING GUIDE

ABOUT THE BOOK: Empower backseat passengers to become informed
backseat drivers with this road sign decoder featuring 35 shaped road
signs!
From road signs around the neighborhood, like “School Crossing”
and “Playground,” to signs you zoom past on the highway, this hefty
reference board book highlights and explains 35 road and highway signs
for the youngest readers on the go. The shaped pages make each sign
tactilely memorable, and the carefully crafted one-sentence
explanations will easily guide young readers as they contextualize the
world that zips past their backseat windows.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Toni Buzzeo is a New York Times bestselling children’s author living and
working in Arlington, Massachusetts. A former librarian and college and
high school writing teacher, Toni and her books have won many
awards, including a 2013 Caldecott Honor for One Cool Friend,
illustrated by David Small. You can learn more about her at
http://www.tonibuzzeo.com.
ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR: Chi Birmingham
Chi Birmingham is an illustrator living and working in Brooklyn, New
York. He grew up in Big Sur, California and went to the California
College of Arts for Painting. He received an MFA in illustration from the
School of Visual Arts in New York. You can
learn more about him and his art at http://www.chibirmingham.com.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
The Color Code
Materials needed: chart paper, marker, tape or glue, color printout of final
two pages of the book with individual signs cut apart for student use.
After sharing Caution! Road Signs Ahead, invite students to consider the colors of the various
signs. Study the full collection of signs on the final two pages of the book. Ask: What eight
colors do you see? [Note that a “white” sign has a white background with other colored symbols
or numbers/letters.] List each of the eight colors at the top of its own column on a sheet of
chart paper. Then ask students to select one sign from a basket to affix in the proper color
column.
Once the chart is complete with all 35 signs affixed, begin a discussion about what each color
might mean. Ask: What do the signs in this column have in common?
Note: An official, standardized system of colors is used for U.S. road signs. You can read more in
the second Preface paragraph of this official U.S. government document here:
https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/services/publications/fhwaop02084/us_road_symbol_signs.pdf
The colors are assigned as follows:
Red
White (background)
Yellow
Florescent yellow/green
Green
Orange
Blue
Brown

stop, yield, and prohibition signs
regulations such as speed limits
general warning message
pedestrian crossings and school zones
directional guidance
warning and guidance in roadway work zones
road user services and tourist information
guidance to sites of public recreation or cultural interest

Sign Sorting
Materials needed: printouts of Sign Sorting Cards with
individual signs cut apart for student use.
After sharing and discussing Caution! Road Signs Ahead, (and perhaps after completing The
Color Code activity), invite students to join you in a sorting activity. Arrange students into
cooperative table groups and give each table a full set of the signs in no particular order. Assign
each group to sort their signs in a variety of ways:
• Signs of the same color
• Signs with only pictures
• Signs of the same shape
• Signs with both words and pictures
• Signs with only words

Off We Go!
Materials needed: printouts of 12 signs on oak tag or on copy paper affixed to cardboard,
chalk, playground or other open outdoor play area.
After sharing and discussing Caution! Road Signs Ahead, invite students to join you in a road
trip that takes the shape of an obstacle course. Begin by printing the following signs (oak tag
paper will make sturdier signs or you may want to print on copy paper and affix to cardboard):
Buckle Up
Stop
Yield
Fuel

Do Not Enter
Winding Road
Detour
Flagger

Firehouse
Railroad Crossing Ahead
Accessible Parking
No Parking

Once printed, strategically place the signs along a chalk drawn roadway. Invite students to get
into their (imaginary) cars and take off on the road.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Begin with the Buckle Up sign in which children pretend to put on their seat belts.
Instruct children to stop and to yield whenever they come to the Stop and Yield signs.
Instruct children to check their fuel indicator when they see the Fuel sign and stop for gas if
necessary.
Stage a Do Not Enter intersection where children must turn and take an alternate road.
Stage a curving road section marked by the Winding Road sign.
Stage a closed road with one or more Detour signs to mark the alternate route.
Assign yourself or another student to serve as a highway maintenance worker holding the
Flagger sign.
Remind children to pull over when they are near the Firehouse sign and hear the siren noise
(played on your phone, perhaps).
Instruct children to slow down when they come to the Railroad Crossing sign and check the
train tracks.
Stage the final stop back in the parking lot where students should observe the Accessible
Parking and No Parking signs, then pull into an allowable parking space.

Off They Go!
Materials needed: toy vehicles, toy road signs or color
printout of final two pages of the book with individual
signs cut apart for student use.
After sharing and discussing Caution! Road Signs Ahead, reframe the activity above as an
indoor/rainy day/winter activity. Get out your vehicle bin and your various miniature road signs
(or print some up on oak tag and either create stand-up tents or tape them to popsicle sticks
that you stand in a round of dough or clay). Following the instructions above and revising as
necessary, invite students to create their own obstacle course in a large, cleared area of the
classroom using masking tape to demarcate the roads. If possible, spilling out into the hallway
will make this activity even more fun and exciting.

Red Light, Green Light

No additional materials needed
After sharing and discussing Caution! Road Signs Ahead, paying particular attention to the
meaning of the signs you plan to use in this activity, give students a chance to play an updated
version of the beloved childhood game, Red Light, Green Light.
Line children up along a starting line upon which you also stand. Explain to students that they
will all be driving their (imaginary) cars along with you and that you will be announcing each
sign you’ve spotted. As you announce each sign, hang back a few moments to allow students to
respond appropriately. If they are mistaken or slow to respond, take the lead and show them
what to do. Otherwise simply follow along until you announce the next sign.
Especially good signs for this activity are:
Stop
Do Not Enter
School Crossing
Detour
School Bus Stop

Flagger
Winding Road
Speed Limit
Tollbooth

Make Your Own Sign
Materials needed: classroom art supplies, paper or oak tag pre-cut into various large shapes
(triangle, circle, square rectangle, octagon, pentagon—as in the School Crossing sign).
After sharing and discussing Caution! Road Signs Ahead, invite students to create a road sign of
their own. Share instructions as follows:
• Decide whether your sign will be one you already know or one you are designing.
• Choose a shape.
• Choose a color.
• Draw a picture and/or write some words on the sign.
• Share your sign with the class.
Ask students to explain what their sign communicates and how (color, shape, pictures, words?).

Neighborhood Sign Walk
Materials needed: phone with camera
After sharing and discussing Caution! Road Signs Ahead, take a neighborhood sign walk in which
you and your students are on the lookout for signs!
Take a photograph of each sign that you see on your walk. [Note: If it is not possible for you to
accompany your class on such a walk and you feel that families would be able to complete the
activity, ask parents/caretakers to take each child on a walk.]
Back in the classroom, share the photographs from your walk with students. For each sign, ask:
Is this sign in the book Caution! Road Signs Ahead?
Which section of the book is this sign from?
If it is not in the book, what does this sign mean?
Why do you think author Toni Buzzeo didn’t include it in her book?
Do you think she should have? Why or why not?
As a math extension activity, if you have seen multiples of some signs, ask children to join you
in graphing signs by type, using either a bar graph or a tally format. Then, discuss why students
think any one type of sign is more prevalent in a particular neighborhood or in general.

This guide was prepared by author Toni Buzzeo and
early childhood educator Brenna Banister, Belmont (Massachusetts) Cooperative Nursery School
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